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Roll No.  
Total No. of Questions: 09                                 Total No. of Pages: 02 

B. Tech. (Electronics Engg./ Electronics & Computer Engg/ECE/ETE) (Sem. 3) 
DIGITAL CIRCUIT AND LOGIC 

Subject Code: BTEC-302 
Paper ID: A1131 

Time: 3 Hrs.    Max. Marks: 60 
 

INSTRUCTIONS TO  CANDIDATES: 
1. Section A is COMPULSORY consisting of  TEN questions carrying TWO marks each 
2. Section B contains FIVE questions carrying FIVE marks each and students have to attempt 

any FOUR questions. 
3. Section C contains THREE questions carrying TEN marks each and students have to 

attempt any TWO questions. 
 
 

SECTION A 
 

1. a) Subtract using 9's, l0's, 1'sand 2's complement: (18-24) 

b) What do you mean by weighted code?  Give examples 

c) Simplify the following expression Y =  � ��������+ ��̅+̅ ��������������������� � 

d) Realize XOR gate using NAND gates only.  

e) What are magnitude comparators? 

f) Why master slave FF is preferred to use? 

g) Draw the circuit of SR flip flop using NAND gates only.  

h) What is buffer register? 

i) What is the MOD number of 5-bit counter? 

j) Differentiate  between saturated  and non-saturated  logic  families. 

 

 

SECTION B  
 

2. Minimize  the following  expression  using K-map and implement  with NOR  gates only 

Y   = ∑ 𝑚𝑚(0,1,5,9,13,14,15 ) + ��(3,4,7,10,11 )  

3. Implement the following function using all 4:1 multiplexers.  

f ( A, B,C,D, E) = ∑ 𝑚𝑚 (0,1,2,3,6,8,9,10,13,15,17,20,24 ) 

4. . Implement   a  BCD   to  seven   segment   decoder   using  a  4  line  to 16 line  decoder. 
Assume the display to be common anode. 
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5. Implement the following state diagram using D flip flops.  

 

 

6. Draw the divide by 7 asynchronous up counter using T FF. Write its truth table 
and draw its timing diagram. 

 

  

         SECTION C   

 
 

7. What is the need of ADC? Explain in detail the dual  slope integrating  type ADC.  
 

8. (a) 

(b) 

Design a 4096 ×  8 bit RAM using 1K static RAM. 

Explain the Totem Pole TTL NAND gate in detail.

9. (a) Implement the following functions using  3 ×4× 2 PLA 

��1( A,B,C) = ∑ 𝑚𝑚 (l,2,3,6) 

��2  ( A, B,C  )= ∑ 𝑚𝑚 (0,1,3,6,7)  

(b) Explain in detail  the operation of positive edge triggered  JK  flip flop.  
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